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Abstract
Macrophage targeting and researches centered on immunological responses
have received interest thanks to studies unveiling the significant role of
macrophages in inflammatory diseases and cancer. In this regard, we have
selected four types of nanoparticles (NPs), including acetalated dextran-based
nano-carrier functionalized with atrial natriuretic peptide and linTT1(AcDEX-
PEG-TT1-ANP), PEGylated acetalated dextran (AcDEX-PEG), acetalated dex-
tran (AcDEX), and hyaluronic acid (HA) to investigate their interactions with
macrophage membrane. Using microsecond coarse-grained molecular dynam-
ics (MD) simulations, we studied the interactions between the NPs and the
macrophage membrane and subsequent immunological reactions that occur
after the penetration of the NPs within the macrophage cell. Different param-
eters that determine the strength and amount of macrophage membrane inter-
action were measured and compared for all four types of NPs. The results
showed that AcDEX-PEG-TT1-ANP has the most favorable interaction with the
macrophage membrane while HA has the least favorable results by comparison.
Moreover, drug encapsulation and release in different pH conditions showed the
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pH-responsivity of the considered NPs for drug delivery in acidic environments.
On the other hand, evaluations with human serum albumin (HSA), fibrinogen
(Fib), and transferrin (Tf) declared that peptide modified AcDEX polymers are
the most probable NPs to absorb a layer of the protein corona.

KEYWORDS
acetalated dextran, macrophage, molecular dynamics, pH-sensitive release, protein corona

1 INTRODUCTION

The rapid growth of nanoparticles (NPs) with engineered
structure and morphology aims to aid the development
of smart materials that can deliver a broad range of ther-
apeutic effects as well as agents that target organs with
higher efficiency.[1] Using targeting ligands and stimuli-
responsive materials are among various strategies that
have been employed for this objective.[2] However criti-
cal challenges remain in the way of successful delivery
systems such as rapid clearance from the bloodstream,
off-target delivery, and even formation of layers of blood
proteins around the NPs known as “protein corona”.
Size control, a layer of polyethylene glycol (PEG)[3] or
cell membrane[4] are solutions practiced in the nano-
based drug delivery systems to avoid protein corona for-
mation, which is a challenge in targeted drug delivery
towards target cells. One of the main targeting attempts
that can fail by protein corona formation is the interac-
tion between nanomedicines and immune cells for ther-
apeutic purposes, wherein some life-threatening diseases,
such as acute lung injury (ALI), acute respiratory dis-
tress syndrome (ARDS)[5] and myocardial infarction,[6]
cancer,[7] and so on, immune cells and associated inflam-
mation are highly involved in disease progression. Par-
ticularly speaking, macrophages, a significant component
of the immune system, have a role in the pathologi-
cal mechanisms responsible for many diseases, making
them a potential therapeutic target for nanomedicines.[8]
For example, tumor-associated macrophages (TAMs) have
been found abundantly in the tumormicroenvironment.[9]
The TAMs in the tumormicroenvironment help the tumor
progression process, leading to metastasis and eventually
poor clinical outcomes and survival rates.[10] Therefore,
TAMs are specific macrophages that can be targeted by
nanomedicines to treat cancer. The goal of this strategy
is to reprogram TAMs into anti-tumorigenic macrophages
to prevent tumor progression and metastasis.[9] Target-
ing macrophages also proves to be advantageous for
imaging[7a] and diagnostics[11] purposes.
In a process known as macrophage polarization, acti-

vated macrophages can mature and turn into two com-

mon phenotypes, including M1 pro-inflammatory and
M2 anti-inflammatory, in response to molecular clues
in their microenvironment.[12] Researchers have proven
that STAT1 and IRF5 activation regulates M1 polariza-
tion whereas STAT6/STAT3 and IRF4 activation drives
macrophages towards M2 polarization.[13] The M1-like
macrophages can release pro-inflammatory (interleukin 1
beta, Il1β, TNF-α) and chemoattractants (CXCL3, -8, -10)
and play an essential role in the elimination of pathogens,
damaged cells, and recruitment of other immune cells
to the pathological site. The M1 macrophages might also
harm normal cells and attract CD8+T and B lymphocytes
to attack the surrounding tissues.[14] That is why inflam-
mation is considered favorable in acute situations and
is troublesome in chronic diseases. M2-like macrophages
produce anti-inflammatory molecules and growth factors
(Il10, TGF-β, VEGF) to control immunity and promote
regeneration. At the same time, the abundance of this
phenotype is related to a poor prognosis in cancer and
infections.[15] In addition, the imbalance between M1 and
M2 macrophages is related to several immunity-related
diseases. Therefore, therapeutic intervention in this pro-
cess, to achieve balance, is a potential strategy to alle-
viate and cure different diseases. For example, strategies
used by nano-drugs to target M2 macrophages can be
divided into the depletion of TAMs and reprogramming of
TAMs.[16] One approach for the depletion of TAMs is the
inhibition of colony-stimulating factor 1 receptor (CSF1R)
signaling, which plays a role in the apoptosis of a large
number of TAMs.[17] Another approach for TAMsʼ deple-
tion is inhibiting the recruitment of circulating inflam-
matory monocytes to the tumor site.[7b] As for the repro-
gramming of TAMs, which is currently one of the most
popular approaches for cancer treatment, the reversal of
the pro-tumor phenotype into the anti-tumor phenotype
is studied.[16,18] By activating the antitumor functions of
M1 macrophages and stimulating the activity of Th1 cyto-
toxic T cells and other effector cells, re-education of TAMs
can deactivate the growth of the cancer cells.[19] Target-
ing small molecules and NPs, such as Toll-like receptor
(TLR) agonists, inflammatory cytokines, antibodies, and
RNAs for macrophage repolarization have been the focus
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ofmany recent studies.[20] In short, targetingmacrophages
for anti-cancer therapy can be considered a beneficial
approach toward stopping cancer growth.
In addition to cancer therapy by macrophage targeting,

Ferreira et al.[21] investigated the in vivo targeting abili-
ties of different heart targeting peptides, concluding that
atrial natriuretic peptide (ANP) allow NPs to accumulate
in the infarcted heart. However, ANPs suffer from a lack
of specificity that prevents them from exclusively target-
ing cardiac tissue. On the other hand, linear TT1 (Lin-
TT1) (AKRGARSTA)has tumor-targeting abilities and con-
fronts tumors by binding to the mitochondrial chaper-
one protein p32.[22] This protein is usually located inside
cells; however, tumor cells, TAMs, tumor endothelial cells,
and macrophages associated with atherosclerotic plaques,
express them on their surface.[23] Since acetylated dex-
tran (AcDEX) is a biocompatible and pH-responsive poly-
mer, in a recent study, Torrieri et al.[24] also used it as
a starting material for the preparation of NPs to target
macrophages and treatmyocardial infarction. In thiswork,
the nanocarriers were modified with ANP and TT1 pep-
tides to increase their cardiomyocyte targeting abilities.
Overall, these AcDEX-based NPs modified with TT1 and
ANP were successfully designed and showed promising
results. Moreover, HA, as a biocompatible, water-soluble,
biodegradable, and non-toxic material with facile chemi-
cal functionalization, is considered to be a promising car-
rier for macrophage targeting[25] through surface recep-
tors, such as CD44, hyaluronan-mediated motility recep-
tor, Toll-like receptor 2 (TLR2), Toll-like receptor 4 (TLR4),
and scavenger receptor Stabilin-2 (STAB2)[26] These recep-
tors contribute to HA-mediated macrophage targeting and
polarization. An implemented example is plasmid-DNA-
encapsulated HA-poly(ethylene imine) NPs designed to
modulatemacrophage reprogramming.[27] This study con-
cluded that the cytokine-loaded HA particles success-
fully regulated macrophage polarization toward M2 phe-
notypes, which can be employed as part of treatment
for various autoimmune and inflammation-associated dis-
eases. In another study, Shahbazi et al.[28] used IL-4 encap-
sulatedHA carriers to reprogrammacrophage polarization
towards M2 phenotypes.
In line with recent studies, we have chosenHA, AcDEX,

AcDEX-PEG, and AcDEX-PEG-TT1-ANP as candidates for
our MD simulation model.
In the present work, we used a coarse-grained molecu-

lar dynamic simulation approach using density functional
theory (DFT) simulations to simulate complex systems
by an atomistic approach. The interaction of macrophage
membranes with NPs as well as the process of adsorption
and desorption between nanostructures and macrophages
were investigated. In addition, the simulation of corona
formation on the NPs is evaluated in deep details.[24]

Compared to other molecular and atomic scale studies
on macrophage cell membrane interactions,[29] we have
selected more biocompatible and efficient nanohybrids to
increase the potential of such studies in the clinical trans-
lation of nanomaterials. To the best of our knowledge, this
is the first study on the molecular evaluation of these NPs
with macrophages for drug delivery. In the first part, we
have investigated and compared the interaction potency
of the four selected NPs with the macrophage cell mem-
brane. In the second stage, we explored the drug loading
and release of the selected nanohybrids to exploit the pH-
responsive nature of the proposed NP for the enhanced
efficiency of drug delivery. In addition, the protein corona
formation has been studied as one of themain obstacles for
efficient targeting of the above-mentioned nanomaterials.

2 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

2.1 Assessment of the NPsʼ interactions
with macrophage membrane

To better understand the interaction of the NPs with the
macrophage membrane, the distribution of the minimum
distance between the NPs and the macrophage during the
simulations is shown in Figure 1A with snapshots of the
last stage of each simulation. As it is shown, the HA has
more distance from the macrophage membrane and thus
has had little interaction and has subsequently brought the
weakest stimulation ofmacrophages. It can be attributed to
the fact that the macrophage membrane consists of multi-
ple hydrophobic lipids while the HA is a hydrophilic poly-
mer. Despite the interaction with the membrane, the poly-
mer collapses with its compartments rather than themem-
brane surface. Itmakes the insertion process impossible for
the sample due to the steric effect of mass and finally, it
ends up at the membrane surface without further penetra-
tion. The addition of PEG and PEG-TT1-ANP conjugates
to the end of AcDEXmakes it amphiphilic and contributes
to the interaction of NPs and macrophages. Therefore, the
distance between the polymers and macrophages slightly
reduces to its minimum in the case of AcDEX-PEG-TT1-
ANP.
Assessment of the Rg is a straightforward method to

study the interactions in the considered cases.[30] As we
know, the smaller the value of Rg, the more compact the
macromolecule (Figure 1B). It is noteworthy that the low-
est final Rg is related to the AcDEX-PEG-TT1-ANP system.
The difference between final and initial Rg presented as
ΔRg is amore critical point in the evaluation of the efficacy
of the NPs and can be interpreted as a scale of compactness
and agglomeration for the considered cases. A reduction in
the ΔRg with the introduction of PEG and PEG-TT1-ANP
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KHEDRI et al. 1255

F IGURE 1 (A) The distribution of the average minimum distance of the NPs and macrophages during 1-microsecond simulation.
Snapshots of the simulations are provided on each diagram to offer a better understanding of the minimum distance between the total mass of
polymers with macrophages. (B) Variation of Rg for each simulation on the course of interactions. (C) Average contact area for polymers that
clearly shows the reduced contact area of AcDEX-PEG-TT1-ANP due to the adsorption on the surface of the macrophage. (D) Energy analysis
of the interactions of polymers with macrophage

segments to the AcDEX was observed. These findings
are in line with the study of Gu et al.[29] who claimed
PEGylation of nanoflakes enhances the affinity of NPs
toward macrophages. As it is apparent, the most inte-
grated structure belongs to AcDEX-PEG-TT1-ANP which
is in favor of its macrophage stimulation properties and
responses.
We also evaluated different parameters related to the

interaction between these NPs and the macrophage mem-
brane, comparing them in terms of efficacy and response
initiated within the macrophage. The average contact area
between a group of NPsʼ molecules within themselves is
shown in Figure 1C. HA shows the highest value that indi-
cates the HA molecules are more drawn to each other and
tend to interact by themselves rather than the macrophage
membrane. The contact area decreased in AcDEX and
AcDEX (in the order stated) as the least amount of aver-
age contact area is presented by AcDEX-PEG-TT1-ANP,
revealing its tendency to interact with the macrophage

membrane. Therefore, in agreement with previous results,
AcDEX-PEG-TT1-ANP has the most rate of interaction,
and HA has the least.
The interaction of NPs with macrophages was also

assessed from the energetic point of view. Both the bond
type and the amount of interaction energy are signifi-
cant factors for molecular interactions. To analyze the
nature of the observed interactions, the constituents of
the total energy vectors were inspected. In particular, van
der Waals (vdW) and electrostatic forces have been con-
sidered as the main determinant forces in the attraction
and repulsion of the particles. In this regard, Figure 1D
represents vdW and electrostatic energies and respective
total energy for the interaction between each nanohybrid
and the macrophage membrane as their average values
throughout simulations. According to the graph, AcDEX-
PEG-TT1-ANP has the most amount of vdW energy fol-
lowed by AcDEX-PEG, AcDEX, and then finally HA.
Among all the carriers, HA has the least vdW attraction
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and the most electrostatic repulsion with the membrane.
The negative charge of the HA causes an electrostatic
repulsion between it and the macrophage membrane. In
the case of poor vdW interaction between HA and mem-
brane, hydrophobicity of the HA should be noted. HA has
hydrophilic nature while AcDEX and its derivatives are
amphiphilic and have hydrophobic parts in their struc-
tures that can promote vdW interactions with hydropho-
bic lipids of the macrophage membrane. In accordance
with results presented by Söldner et al.,[31] the vdW energy
increases with an increased chain length of interacting
groups. Similar results are observed for AcDEX, AcDEX-
PEG, and AcDEX-PEG-TT1-ANP in which polymers with
longer chain lengths have stronger vdW and consequently
stronger total energy interactions. Ultimately, it can be eas-
ily found that the modification of dextran with hydropho-
bic groups boosts its performance in the stimulation of
macrophages. It is concluded that the modification of
AcDEX promotes vdW and electrostatic interactions with
macrophages and AcDEX-PEG-TT1-ANP could make the
strongest andmost efficient bondswith the cellmembrane,
indicating its competence to deliver its cargos to the tar-
geted macrophages.
The electrical charge of NPs was examined in the aque-

ous medium. HA loses one hydrogen per monomer, and
as a result, its conjugated base has a negative charge per
monomer. AcDEX also loses one hydrogen per monomer
in the aqueous medium and acquires a negative charge
per monomer. Because the AcDEX monomer has more
atoms compared to theHAmonomer, the charge to surface
ratio of each AcDEX monomer is lower than that of HA.
The introduction of PEG segments to AcDEX monomer,
increases the number of atoms and consequently the sur-
face of monomers in comparison to the AcDEXmonomer.
The addition of LinTT1 peptide (with neutral charge) to
the monomers only increases the size of the molecule. In
the aqueous medium, the charge of ANP peptide is equal
to four. Therefore, the addition of these two peptides to
the AcDEX-PEG changes the charge of molecule (AcDEX-
PEG-TT1-ANP) to +2. Negatively charged macrophage
membrane attracts the AcDEX-PEG-TT1-ANP NP, while
there is a negative repulsive force between themacrophage
and AcDEX-PEG, AcDEX, and HA NPs. Among NPs with
negative charge, NPs that have a higher charge to sur-
face ratio will have a greater repulsive interaction with
macrophage membrane, and vice versa. Altogether, we
predict that the macrophage membrane is inclined to
attract the AcDEX-PEG-TT1-ANP NPs, eliciting subse-
quentmacrophage activation and immune responses. Also
the repulsive force between themembrane and othermen-
tioned particles will be as follows HA>AcDEX>AcDEX-
PEG. The main repulsion factor was electrostatic energies
due to the homonymous charge of NPs, and the adsorp-

tion was associated with vdW energies and the ratio of
charge to surface. Interestingly, the addition of PEG poly-
mer changes the charged surface of AcDEX NPs toward
less interaction withmacrophages, and the addition of this
molecule toAcDEX also increases the vdWenergies. These
results can be seen well in Figure 1D. The total energy
between the two NPs and the macrophage changed from
positive to negative due to the reduction of the charge to
surface ratio in the AcDEX-PEG NPs.
RMSD reflects the fluctuations of the particle calcu-

lated at different points of the simulation time relative to
a constant reference. The smaller the RMSD values, the
more stability of the system and hence, better interactions
between the NPs and the macrophage cellular membrane.
The greater the oscillations of the particles, themore unsta-
ble the system, and the greater the slope of the RMSD
will be.[32] Figure 2A,B depict the maps of the Rg varia-
tion versus RMSD fluctuations for HA and AcDEX-PEG-
TT1-ANP, respectively. As it is clear, the interaction of HA
polymer with macrophage led to an extended Rg level in a
broad range of RMSD fluctuations. For the latter case, the
Rg variations are less in comparison with other samples;
however, it is not in the favor of interactions. The absolute
values of Rg are high, which indicates the weakest attrac-
tion of the polymer chains toward the macrophage. Con-
jugation of PEG chains to the polymer strands improves
the interactions where the Rg values drop to the low-
est level among other peers. It indicates that PEGylation
can significantly improve the attraction of polymer to the
macrophage. Furthermore, the introduction of peptides
(TT1 and ANP) enhances the stimulation of macrophages
since theRSMDoscillation 3.5 nm to 5 nm range is between
is noticed monitored for the NPs containing conjugated
peptides (Figure 2A).
The interaction and even insertion of NPs in the

macrophage are largely determined by energy and
enthalpy calculations. However, we came up with the
idea of whether the entropy of transferring the polymer
strands can be effective in the whole process. The coarse-
grain and atomistic models predict enthalpic origins of
the phenomena whereas principal component analysis
(PCA) calculates the atomic coordinates, determining the
distribution of positions in space within the simulated
model. The simulation (using gmx anaeig code) computes
entropy based on the Quasiharmonic approach and based
on Schlitter’s formula. Figure 2C illustrates the entropic
analysis of the phenomena. PCA data analysis (posi-
tioning of the atoms and the 2D trajectories) shows that
the atoms within the AcDEX-PEG-TT1-ANP simulation
were relatively compressed and compact throughout the
simulation box. The distribution of atoms becomes more
dispersed with AcDEX-PEG, this pattern continues with
AcDEX and finally, HA demonstrated the most dispersed
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KHEDRI et al. 1257

F IGURE 2 (A, B) The map of the Gyration radius (Rg) versus Root-Mean-Square-Deviation (RMSD) fluctuations for
AcDEX-PEG-TT1-ANP and HA, respectively. Accumulation of points at lower RMSDs and lower Rgs indicates less fluctuations and smaller
size for the simulated NPs, which could indicate system stability. (C) Principle component analysis (PCA) of the interaction of NPs and
macrophages. This is a three-dimensional expression of entropy in the simulation box space. In this diagram, the higher the density in the
inner region, the more accumulated the molecules are. The higher the density in the outer region, the more dispersed the molecules are. (D)
The entropy of the interactions of macrophage with NPs. A decrease in entropy over time can indicate a reduction in system fluctuations and
that the system is moving towards an optimal state

and least compact set of atoms within the simulation
box. Compact atoms and compression point to better
interaction between the atoms, meaning better interaction
between the nanohybrid and macrophage cell membrane.
That brings us to the conclusion that AcDEX-PEG-TT1-
ANP can settle on the macrophage by comparison in this
analysis and AcDEX-PEG, AcDEX and HA follow suit in
order. Figure 2D displays the entropy calculated for each
polymer at 3 different points in time. Themore the entropy
calculated within the simulation timeframe decreases, the
more accumulation is seen and suspected within the poly-
mer membrane structure leading to a better macrophage
stimulation and subsequent response. Therefore, the
best response is displayed by AcDEX-PEG-TT1-ANP and

the least favorable response, by comparison, is displayed
by HA. AcDEX-PEG and AcDEX have the second and
third best responses, respectively. According to the graph,
AcDEX-PEG-TT1-ANP showed the most decrease in ini-
tial entropy value, 1000ns within the simulation, having
AcDEX-PEG and AcDEX as the next ones. However, HA
demonstrated increased entropy.
In an overall view, by examining the data acquired from

the simulation and analyzing the parameters measured
throughout the process, we have concluded that AcDEX-
PEG-TT1-ANP establishes a strong interactionwith the cell
membrane of the macrophage. HA had the weakest cell
membrane interaction in the lineup. These findings point
to the fact that AcDEX is amore efficient starting structure
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compared to HA in macrophage membrane targeting and
also it must be noted that functionalizing nanocarriers or
NPs with peptides could increase the infiltration and pen-
etration ability of these NPs within the cell membrane.
Our simulation approved the experimental data

acquired in the study conducted by Torrieri et al.,[24]
Compared to MoS2 nanoflakes that were also studied
on an atomistic scale,[29] our tested NPs prove to have
similar interaction potential and subsequent macrophage
stimulation potency. Considering that the selected NPs
are superior in biocompatibility measures, they would be
more favorable in a clinical seTT1ng.

2.2 Drug loading and release
evaluations

As the next step for the evaluation of selected NPs, we
have simulated the pH dependency of drug loading and
release from NPs. In accordance with Torrieri et al., in
the new mathematical model, two hydrophobic drugs,
CHIR99021 (CHIR) and SB203580 (SB) were separately
loaded into NPs and their release profiles were tested.
It should be mentioned that to have wet lab conditions,
polyvinyl alcohol (PVA) (a stabilizer of emulsion) is also
considered in the compositions. Afterward, drug loading
and release were investigated in two pH values of 7 and
5 in phosphate buffer saline (PBS) and acetate buffers.
Among all simulations, the AcDEX-PEG-TT1-ANP NPs
displayed stronger vdW attraction with drug molecules at
pH 7 as they have lower energy levels (Figure 3A-i). On
the other side, the AcDEX-PEG-TT1-ANP NPs represented
electrostatic repulsion (Figure 3A-ii) with drug molecules.
The observations can be attributed to the hydrophobic-
hydrophobic attractions ofNPsʼ components.[33] HA-based
NPs possessed the strongest electrostatic attractions with
both drugs, regardless of the pH of the medium. Attrac-
tion energies have negative sign, so when attraction energy
increases, the energy has a lower level (most negative).
AcDEX-PEG-TT1-ANP NPs have less attraction energy
with drug molecules (Figure 3A-iii) when compared with
HA and AcDEX-PEG NPs. It indicates the most success-
ful drug loading for HA, especially at pH 7. Because in this
pH, HA-drug attraction energy is most negative compared
to other carriers. The presence of TT1-ANP on the surface
of AcDEX-PEG NPs turns it to the least successful NPs in
drug loading among the studied cases.
The stability of NPs could be measured from Gibbs free

energy as the absolute criteria of stability. The diagram in
Figure 3B represents the release and energy level for the
individual cases. According to the diagram, regardless of
drug type, NPs have a lower level of energy at pH 7, that is,
they tend to keep the drug compounds in their structures.

At acidic pH, stability decreases, and NPs begin to release
the payload. Considering the drug type, it can be seen that
at basic pH CHIR-loaded NPs is more stable; however, at
basic pH, SB-loaded NPs have a stronger complex. Inter-
estingly, the observations are in excellent agreement with
experimental findings[24] that at pH 5, CHIR has higher
solubility and a tendency to get released into the surround-
ing media. Therefore, we can categorize the diagram into
release and loading sections at acidic and basic pH, respec-
tively. The release results at the end of the simulation are
in good agreement with experimental observations as SB-
loaded NPs show a higher release amount regardless of pH
conditions.
Snapshots in Figure 3C exhibits the structures of HA-

and AcDEX-PEG-TT1-ANP- based NPs loaded with CHIR
at pH 7. All the simulation-wise observations are in good
agreement with the previous empirical findings[32,34] on
the pH-responsive nature of the AcDEX-based[35] andHA-
based[36] NPs. Moreover, drug release from AcDEX-based
NPs can be controlled based on the ratio of cyclic and
acyclic acetal groups present in the structure.[37] Surface
modification of the AcDEX with PEG-TT1-ANP groups
facilitates the drug release at acidic conditions as it is
shown that AcDEX-loaded NP releases only 60% and 55%
of its CHIR and SB payload, respectively, in 1 μs timespan
while the release increased up to 100% and 95% when the
polymer is conjugated by peptide groups. Strikingly, the
addition of only PEG groups reduced the release of NPs
while modification of the AcDEX with PEG-TT1-ANP pro-
moted the drug release.
Also, the charge of the molecules can well indicate

the main reason for the adsorption and repulsion of the
drugs to the NPs. The AcDEX-PEG-TT1-ANP nanoparti-
cle, which is positively charged due to the addition of the
ANP molecule, has repelled drugs. At acidic pH, AcDEX-
PEG-TT1-ANP nanoparticle and drugs are more positively
charged and cause more electrostatic repulsion. These
homonymous and non-homonymous charges have clearly
caused the NPs to be closer or farther apart. In fact, the
electrostatic repulsion and adsorption has caused the NPs
to move farther or closer to each other. Lennar Jones
energy has caused more or less vdW energy and it directly
correlates with the distance between NPs and drugs. The
sum of vdW and electrostatic energies also shows the total
energy, which is the main factor of adsorption and repul-
sion. In fact, the higher total energy results in the higher
intensity of NPsʼ adsorption and vice versa. Based on the
explanations provided, we can clearly see that lower Gibbs
free energy and higher adsorption percentage are for HA
NPs and drugs, and higher Gibbs free energy and lower
adsorption percentage are for AcDEX-PEG-TT1-ANP and
drugs, confirming the explanation related to the homony-
mous and non-homonymous charges of NPs.
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KHEDRI et al. 1259

F IGURE 3 The evaluations of drug loading and release. (A-i-iii) Energy analysis (vdW, electrostatic, and total energy) of NPs indicates
that at pH 7, drugs are strongly attracted to the nanosystem while at pH 5 the complexes have higher energy levels as an indicator of their
tendency to release the drug molecules. (B) The results of Gibbs free energy calculations and pH dependency of drug loading. (C) The
pH-dependent adsorption of drug molecules on the NPs. Snapshots of drug-loaded polymers represent a visual understanding of the
adsorption levels. PVA, HA, and AcDEX-PEG-TT1-ANP strands are silver, red, and green molecules, respectively. CHIR drug molecules are
small yellow spheres that are visible in the HA-based NPs while few CHIR molecules are loaded in the AcDEX-PEG-TT1-ANP NPs

2.3 Investigation of corona formation
on NPs

Protein corona formation around the NPs can affect the
efficacy of delivery systems.[38] Computational methods
are powerful tools for the evaluation of coronal formation
phenomena on various NPs.[39] In this section, the effect
of three abundant blood proteins, including human serum
albumin (HAS), transferrin (Tf), and fibrinogen (Fib) are
investigated in the formation of the protein corona around
NPs. To this end, the polymers are placed with individ-
ual proteins and their interactions are monitored for 1
μs. Figure 4A represents the energy of the interactions
betweenNPs with blood proteins. In a bird-eye-view, it can
be understood that HA and AcDEX polymers show no ten-
dency toward the three blood proteins. As it is clear, elec-
trostatic repulsion is responsible for the observed results,
which stem from the net negative surface charge of the
tested three proteins.[40] It should be mentioned that vdW

attractions have very small contributions to the total ener-
gies, in all cases. However, the presence of PEG chains
promotes the interaction of the polymers with blood pro-
teins where proteins are more attracted to the surface of
theAcDEX-PEG. It has been stated that the PEGmolecules
are likely to interact with hydrophobic residues.[41] In this
sense, the introduction of PEG structures increases the ten-
dency of polymers toward hydrophobic residues of pro-
teins. Furthermore, the addition of the -TT1-ANP shifts the
polymersʼ charge toward positive values and promotes the
attraction of AcDEX-PEG-TT1-ANP with stronger electro-
static and consequently total energies to the surface of all
three proteins.
On the other hand, among the three proteins, the Fib is

more likely to be absorbed on the surface of NPs, which has
stronger energy values with them. Notably, Fib repels HA
strand stronger in comparison with other proteins. There-
fore, it can be understood that Fib has stronger interactions
with polymers. Our findings are in good agreement with
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1260 KHEDRI et al.

F IGURE 4 (A) The interaction energy of HSA, Fib, and Tf with the NPs, respectively. (B-i,ii) The average Rg and ΔRg simulation
systems consisted of blood proteins in the presence of the NPs. (C) The snapshot of the attraction of AcDEX-PEG-TT1-ANP strands on the
surface of HAS, indicating the strong interaction of the polymers with protein corona to be formed around the NPs

Vilanova et al.[42] as they predicted that in the long run,
Fib succeeds the competition with the other two proteins
and covers theNPs’ surfaces. Although our simulations are
carried out individually, the results provide more insights
into the competitive nature of the proteins’ adsorptions on
NPs surfaces. Tavanti et al.[43] suggested that due to its
structure and geometry, Fib has plural binding sites, which
can contribute to the stronger interaction of Fib macro-
molecules with the polymers.
According to Azman et al.,[44] Rg and ΔRg give insights

into the corona formation around NPs. Therefore, to
deeply explore the outcomes, the dynamic of corona for-
mation is evaluated in terms of Rg and ΔRg regarding poly-
mer strands and blood protein in the course of the simula-
tion and the behavior that the substances show in the blood
environment and their accumulation in this simulation
are quite similar to the simulation with respect to Rg and

ΔRg. The smaller the Rg size for the whole simulation box,
the larger the attraction among the proteins and polymers.
Rg reduces to much lower values than its initial values
in the presence of AcDEX-PEG-TT1-ANP compared with
other polymers, especially HA polymers. To better under-
stand the conformational change of the systems due to the
movement of molecules toward or away from each other,
ΔRg was computed as the difference in the initial and final
Rg values (initial value- final value). The larger the ΔRg,
the longer the path have been taken toward each other
during the time period. The greater the changes in the
initial point Rg compared to the final point, the greater the
equilibrium in the system The AcDEX-PEG-TT1-ANP NPs
show the highest stability and this depends on the greater
uptake of these NPs than other NPs. That is, there has been
more accumulation. The small observed values also can
be attributed to the conformational changes of individual
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molecules due to the equilibration. Figure 4C reflects the
visual insight on the aggregated AcDEX-PEG-TT1-ANP
polymers around the Fib that clearly shows the multiple
binding sites for the polymers with the protein structure.

3 CONCLUSIONS

In this study, we created a MD model to examine the
interaction between four distinct NPs and the macrophage
membrane, and also evaluated the macrophage stimu-
lating potential of each NP. The AcDEX-PEG-TT1-ANP
has shown the most suitable criteria for drug delivery
through analyzing different parameters, including inter-
action energies, entropy, stability, compactness, the dis-
tance between the NPs and the membrane, and contact
area. According to the results, AcDEX-PEG-TT1-ANP is
retained on themacrophagemembranemore than those of
the other selected structures, leading to a better immuno-
logical response and cytokine stimulation.
Next, using two different drug types, the pH-responsive

drug loading and release are proven for all NPs. In this
sense, all polymers release their payload in the acidic con-
ditions that can be utilized in the delivery to acidic environ-
ments, such as tumor cells. Although the computed load-
ing capacity at pH 7 is the lowest forAcDEX-PEG-TT1-ANP
among its peers, it can completely release drug molecules.
On the other hand, HA has the highest loading and lowest
release rate at acidic and basic environments, respectively.
Finally, blood protein corona formation was studied

using three abundant proteins, namely HAS, Fib, and Tf.
The study demonstrated that due to the positive surface
charge of the AcDEX-PEG-TT1-ANP, it could attract more
proteins on its surface. Contrarily, HA exhibit the least
interaction with all three blood protein types.
Considering the many possible therapeutic applications

of macrophage targeting by nanomaterials, this study
could be a cornerstone for further design of targeted drug
delivery systems that can be beneficial for the treatment
and diagnosis of many inflammatory diseases and can-
cers.MD can assist in accelerating and simplifying the pro-
cess. The limitations of MD studies are insufficient or lack
of experimental data to back up the results on a larger
scale. In this study, we have investigated functionalized
NPs that were previously examined through experimental
approaches in a novel study, and insufficiency in experi-
mental data has decreased. OurMD study has allowed bet-
ter identification of suitable nanomedicines for therapeu-
tic application; however, further in vivo studies still need
to be conducted to give us more supportive experimental
reliable data for the bench to bedside transition of nano-
materials.

4 SIMULATION SECTION

4.1 Detail of simulations

In this work, coarse-grained simulations were performed
using the martini force field. The macrophages were
parameterized by Python scripts located on the Martini
website. Other molecules were also manually parameter-
ized with bids that were found on the Martini website
based on their All-Atom model. The electrostatic poten-
tials were calculated via DFT simulation on the All-Atom
model. The parameterization of the molecules at different
pH levels was achieved by changing the particle charge in
their topology files. Subsequently, the newmolecules were
defined using the Avogadro software. This was done by
Epsilon and Sigma values provided by the martini web-
site and the information imported from the topologies of
each molecule. Thereafter, the molecules designed by the
Martini Force Field were compared with the molecules
designed in the All-Atom model. An All-Atom simula-
tion and a coarse-Grained simulation were both applied to
each molecule, and the Martini topology data was modi-
fied according to the All-Atom simulation data. Addition-
ally, All-Atom simulations were performedwith the OPLS-
AA force field, and molecules were also parameterized
using the polypargen website. After matching the Mar-
tini force field data and the All-Atom data, the molecules
were ready for simulation. The CHIR99021 (CHIR) and
SB203580 (SB) were designed by Avogadro software and
optimized by DFT method using B3LYP and their elec-
trostatic potentials (ESP) charges was calculated. Then,
Coarse Grainedmodel was designed by Avogadro software
and the obtained charges were entered in their topology.
The polar water model on the Martini website was used

for the simulations. The length of the cubic box was 35
nm. The simulation box ran for 1 μs with a 20 fs time
step. Parrinello-Rahman barostat and nose hoover thermo-
stat algorithms were employed to couple the ambient tem-
perature and pressure. At the end of the simulation, the
minimum distance, contact area, energy, radius of gyra-
tion (Rg), Root-Mean-Square-Deviation (RMSD), entropy,
Gibbs free energy, and adsorption were analyzed for differ-
ent modes. These analyses were achieved using the com-
mands gmxmindist, gmx sasa, g_mmpbsa, gmx gyrate, and
gmx rmsd. The Charges of simulated molecules and NPs
are presented in Table 1.

4.2 Macrophage manufacturing process

The membrane of macrophages is composed of choles-
terol 35.00%, POPC 28.15%, sphingomyelin 10.27%, POPE
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TABLE 1 The charges of the different components and NPs at
neutral and acidic pH values

Molecule

Charges
pH 7 PH 5

HA –2 0
AcDEX –2 0
AcDEX-PEG –2 0
AcDEX-PEG-TT1-ANP 2 4
CHIR drug 1 2
SB drug 1 1

TABLE 2 Percentages, numbers, and charges of each lipid in
the macrophage

Lipids of
macrophage

Number of
lipid

molecules in
macrophage

Percent of
lipids in

macrophage Charges
Cholesterol 136 35 0
POPC 110 28.1 0
Sphingomyelin 40 10.3 0
POPE 38 9.8 0
POPG 30 8 –1
POPI 20 5.5 –1
POPS 12 3.3 –1

9.75%, POPG 8.00%, POPI 5.53%, POPS 3.32%. These lipids
are composed of 136, 110, 40, 38, 30, 20, and 12 molecules,
respectively.[29] Lipid structures were designed with a
square area of 11 nm× 11 nm in theMartini force field using
Charmm_GUI (https://www.charmm-gui.org/). However,
another way to design them is the Python scripts provided
on the Martini Force Square site (http://cgmartini.nl/).
The topologies provided in the Lipid section of Martini’s
site were also used. The molecules were simulated and
optimized in an 18 nmcube box of 400 ns in 25 fs time steps.
The polar water type of the Martini force field was used to
optimize the macrophage. The algorithms and optimiza-
tion methods were performed as in the steps described
in Section 4.1. Also the details of the macrophage, which
include the charge as well as the percentage and number
of each lipid, are provided in the Table 2.
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